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Oakam "Row" Sif

Oakam Sif is a NPC made by ethereal.

Oakam Sif

Species & Gender: Nepleslian Male
Year of Birth: YE 10
Organization: IPG Naval Detachment
Occupation: IPG Representative

Rank: Ensign
Current Placement: NSS Ichaival

Physical Description

6'1, heavily muscled, dark brown skin, ocean blue eyes, short buzz-cut black hair, heavily tattooed arms,
clean shaven, incredibly gruff voice and always smells like that badly-scented military soap.

Personality

Oakam is a run of the mill, born and bred warhorse of a soldier. Always serious, unyielding and gruff in
whatever he does. No time is off time and any life outside service is no life at all. He hates talking to
people less dedicated than himself and acts as if he's the best thing since sliced Bread.

History

Nobody bothered to ask where Oakam is from or how old he is, he's never told anyone and probably
wouldn't if they asked. He's been on many placements across a range of ships and classes, for a good
couple of decades. Selected for IPG after exemplary performance in action. Nicknamed “Row” because
people thought the nickname “Oak” would be too obvious so took the first three letters of the word
“Rowan”.

Skills Learned

Optional section. Oakam Sif has the following notable skills:

Fighting
Leadership
Rogue
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Starship Operations
Undercover Operations
Surveillance

Social Connections

Oakam Sif is connected to:

Rickard Sif (Father) (Deceased)
Bie Sif (Mother)
Katy Sif (Sister)
Rein Sif (Half-Brother)

OOC Information

In the case ethereal becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES

Character Data
Character Name Oakam "Row" Sif
Character Owner Ethereal
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Nepleslian Personnel Database System
Career Status Active Duty
Branch IPG
Rank Ensign
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